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HIGHLIGHTS 
 Second clashes occurred on the night of Tue 13 April, and a third clash is continuing on Wed 14 April 
 Since the first attacks, reports of NSAGs conducting direct door-to-door search for humanitarian workers and 

offices 
 Increased insecurity over the last months in towns of Borno State diminish the ability for humanitarian operations 

to continue effectively forcing a reduced, footprint, in Dikwa, Monguno, Ngala and, now Damasak 
 The HC in Nigeria issued a Statement on the attack against aid facilities in Damasak on 11 April 2021 

ocha_nga_hcstatementontheattackindamasak_11042021.pdf (humanitarianresponse.info) 
 
Situation Overview 
On 13 April 2021 at about 1700hrs non-state armed group (NSAG) continued their attack on the Nigerian Armed Forces 
in Damasak. This is the second attack on the town in less than three days. In addition to the humanitarian and civilian 
assets destroyed, other humanitarian facilities, government infrastructure, and houses of community leader and Civilian 
Joint Task Force (CJTF) commander were also a target.  
 
Humanitarian Update 
IDP camps were not targeted by the attacks. However, people in host communities and IDPs were seen fleeing to areas 
outside the town, some crossing the border to the Niger Republic. More locals were observed ‘relocating’ to Diffa region 
in Niger on 14 April, hiding in the countryside/ bush, or attempting to find safe passage to Maiduguri by road, Roads are 
reportedly blocked. 
 
UN operations are suspended since the relocation exercise on Sun 11 April. INGOs operations have been immediately 
halted: INTERSOS suspended their food distribution, FHI360 suspended nutrition, health, protection and WASH 
programs. Aid supply shortages and damage, indicate suspension of 
programmes for a significant time, until security allows for goods and 
rebuilding of facilities.  
 
Humanitarian workers as clear target of attacks 
After the first attack, NSAGs conducted a house to house search, reportedly 
looking for aid workers. This raise concerns over the safety and security of 
civilians identified as humanitarians. As reported, humanitarian facilities 
and assets were impacted in the two attacks. A mobile storage unit (MSU) 
operated by ACTED and WFP’s warehouse, both in the same compound, 
were destroyed. Partners cargo were destroyed in the MSU. Offices and 
guest houses of humanitarian organizations were burned down (FHI360 
office, ACF office and guest house, NRC office/ guest house, INTERSOS 
office, GISCOR guest house). FHI360 health outpost, and two vehicles were 
burned. Water tanks in the humanitarian hub were destroyed by fire from 
the burning MSU in adjacent compound. Humanitarian workers have also 
reportedly fled to nearby Niger. The security of humanitarians as collateral 
is more evident in these recent attacks. 
  

For further information, please contact:  
Esty Sutyoko, Deputy Head of Office, OCHA Nigeria, sutyoko@un.org, +234 903 781 0095 
Hanibal Abiy Worku, Head of Field coordination, OCHA Nigeria, hanibal.abiy@un.org, +234 906 253 8761 
For media contact: 
Christine Cool, Head of Public Information Unit, OCHA Nigeria christine.cool@un.org, +234 907 343 0290 
For more information, visit www.unocha.org/nigeria; reports.unocha.org/en/country/nigeria; www.humanitarianresponse.info/en/operations/nigeria  
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Humanitarian facilities/assets destroyed: 
10 April 2021  
1. Mobile storage unit (MSU) operated by 
ACTED and WFP Warehouse (8 organizations 
lost cargo worth over $260k) 
2. FHI360 office, guest house, health outpost, 
and two vehicles  
3. ACTED Office, 2 vehicles (total and partially 
burned)  
4. NRC office/guest and one vehicle  
5. INTERSOS office  
6. GISCOR guesthouse  
7. Water tanks at the Humanitarian hub. 
 
13 April 2021 
1.ACF office and nutrition stabilization centre 
2.Residential homes of local humanitarian 
staff in the communities 


